
For stacking, transport and storage: The sangrip® non-slip 
strip provides amazing grip for anything that might slide 
on its own. 

The strip fits and sits perfectly wherever grip is required: 
between smooth surfaces and uneven edges. Every strip 
is surprisingly light and easy to use – saving time and 
unnecessary packaging materials. 

A minor application for a major effect – sangrip®  
prevents unstable items from slipping during transport: 
simply and quickly.

Just the right setting 
for your packages!
With sangrip® you have the assistant you‘ve always 
been looking for. So why has nobody thought of it  
before, you may ask? Just because the best ideas need  
a perfect basis. With its innovative features, sangrip® 
shows how easy progress can be:

 Mixed polymer film

 available in various widths

 perforated for easy separation

 dynamic friction coefficient (film-cardboard) ≥ 0.7

sangrip® solves stacking problems the smart way:

prevents slipping

quick and easy to use

simple to apply

economic and durable

saves time and money

in a handy dispenser

food-safe

impervious to moisture

100% recyclable

With sangrip® you can stack them as high as you like – 
even with difficult routes and packages. A small strip 
with a great effect:

... sangrip® stops 
things slipping!

The safety benefit: high, smooth stacks of 
parcels are no longer a potential danger. 

The time benefit: fast and easy to use. 

The quality benefit: products remain in 
perfect shape without damage from slipping.

The environmental benefit: the need for  
wasteful packaging materials is reduced.
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The gripping  
solution

A small piece of 
great innovation



Reach for the sky!
It‘s easy and safe with the non-slip strips

Smooth surfaces, unevenly sized parcels and 
sloping routes in the warehouse: 

Transport conditions like these offer great potential  
for slipping. Products and materials that are not  
securely stowed can get damaged. Transportation  
becomes a risk for goods and people. Complex safety 
procedures in internal logistics are no solution since 
they are costly and time-consuming. But without  
a solution valuable products start to slide, people‘s  
safety is at risk and deadlines slip too.

On a slippery slope …

sangrip® and sanstrap® stretchbands are the ideal combination 
for all internal transport and logistics activities.
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